The gift of Spring on Christmas Day

Your club is packed with players who would love to receive or give a beautiful gift box of Titleist golf balls on Christmas morning. And Christmas is a time for giving. Help your members make short work of filling out their Christmas gift lists by reminding them that you’re the man to see for dozens* (personalized with individual or corporate name) of America’s #1 golf ball.

So, mention Titleists by the dozen as wonderful Christmas gifts. You’ll be spreading a lot of cheer around.

All orders sent directly to us listing your name and club name will be fully accredited to you. Acushnet Sales Company

Sold thru golf course pro shops only

For more information circle number 145 on card

*Also in half dozen gift boxes without personalizing.
Rent the best...Harley-Davidson.

Because Harley-Davidson doesn't cost any more to rent than an ordinary golf car. Rental fees are all pretty much the same. It's the cars that are different. And Harley-Davidson golf cars make the difference. Running, our gas car makes less noise than your own voice. And exclusive instant ignition eliminates idling. Gives you absolute silence on every shot. The electric runs farther between charges. That means you'll never be stranded out in the middle of the 16th. Gas or electric, both are the smoothest riding golf cars you ever played a round with. Cars designed to let you put everything into your game. That's why it's Harley-Davidson exclusively, at nearly 3000 clubs all over the golfing world. If your club isn't one of them, you might well be wondering why.

AMF HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.
Finally! An automatic irrigation system that simplifies installation, maintenance and operation.

Let us show you why "push-button" Binar is the most advanced system in the industry.

**Simplicity of Design**
Binar's two wire system eliminates satellites and a maze of wires to install.

**Economy of Installation**
Binar practically eliminates the back hoe on conversion courses. Less wire to lay.

**Ease of Operation**
Simplicity of design also makes learning to operate Binar as easy as adjusting a color tv.

**Low Maintenance**
No vandalism, solid state and miles less wire to go wrong.

**Flexibility**
Binar gives you more combinations of irrigation flexibility than you ever dreamed possible.

Johns-Manville Irrigation Corporation
P.O. Box 279, Manasquan, N. J. 08736
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The world's largest power rake...

that also sweeps turf debris

...and flail mows.

Got an acre or more of turf to maintain? Then you need the Ryan Grounds Groomer. It dethatches, sweeps and mows large turf areas. Even prepares seed bed for overseeding.

The tractor-drawn Grounds Groomer has vertical blades that slice and literally blow lifted thatch, leaves, twigs, pine needles and cones, and other debris into the big 5-cubic-yard hopper. Even picks up eucalyptus leaves.

Reel is designed to dethatch while mowing. Reel is easily converted for complete flail mowing of rough grass. Reel can be raised or lowered from the tractor seat...and hopper can be dumped. Use the versatile Grounds Groomer all seasons for general turf maintenance.

Write for FREE Ryan Turf Equipment Catalog.
Fall is the time to take it

If you're following the DuPont TERSAN 1-2-3 Disease Control Program, you've already got spring and summer turf diseases licked. Now's the time to prevent fall diseases—take your third step to healthier turf, the application of TERSAN SP on tees, fairways and greens.

TERSAN SP gives superior control of Gray Snow Mold and Pythium. These diseases will be the major problem, depending on your area, during the fall and early winter months.

TERSAN SP, like the other DuPont TERSAN fungicides, is non-mercurial, low in human toxicity and has a large safety factor on turf.

Now is the time to take the third step in your DuPont Disease Control Program or, if you haven't been on it, it's the time to start. You'll find the TERSAN Program is highly effective, economical...and complete. Prevents or controls all major turf diseases on all common grasses all year long.

NOTE: Applications of DuPont TERSAN 1991 turf fungicide should be used in the late fall and early spring in areas where Fusarium Patch (Pink Snow Mold) is a problem.

Your golf course supplier has complete details on the program and a supply of TERSAN fungicides. Give him a call today.

With any chemical, follow labeling instructions and warnings carefully.
THE INNOVATORS FROM TORO CAN SOLVE YOUR GOLF COURSE TURF IRRIGATION NEEDS!

The name and reputation of TORO are synonymous with the products and systems it has innovated specifically for golf course turf irrigation. About the only thing two golf courses have in common is eighteen holes. Everything else is different—tees, greens, fairways, rough, traps, terrain—no two alike except the 18 holes and the need for the optimum turf irrigation system.

TORO has designed and advised on the installation of more automatic golf course irrigation systems than any other manufacturer and with good reason. Over the many years that TORO has been working with golf course superintendents it has been confronted with every conceivable kind of turf irrigation problem.

And take it from TORO, they can provide from their vast store of product technology and on-site problem solving the optimum system for your course. Using the proper combination of central, satellite, and syringe controllers and the exactly right sprinkler head for every coverage situation, TORO can do the right system right—the first time.

TORO innovated the valve-in-head sprinkler for individual head control and to prevent low head drainage, the spectacular 2-speed sprinkler head for uniform coverage and water conservation, the Vari-time central-satellite control system for automation of complete golf course turf irrigation systems; the use of non corrosive materials in sprinkler head and valve designs—the list is endless—and there's more.

The Innovators at TORO have even more outstanding and sophisticated products on the boards and in tests. Later this year you will be introduced to the new TORO Vari-time 4000 central controller that is light years ahead of anything on the course today.

Why don't you call John Skidgel, on his nickel, at TORO, and let him tell you how the Innovators from TORO can solve your golf course turf irrigation needs. His number is 714-688-9221. And, don't forget, the Innovators from TORO got their name by being first.

The Toro Company
Irrigation Division
P.O. Box 489
Riverside, California 92502
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SHAFT PIONEER RETIRES

Gordon Leslie has retired as vice president and general manager of True Temper's golf shaft division. He started out with the company in 1928 working for Win Withington and Bob Cowdrey in a little barn of a plant at Geneva, Ohio. Steel shafts were an adventure then. Breakage was common and dangerous. Bristol, now gone, had pioneered with steel after experimenting with steel fishing rods. Then American Fork and Hoe, now True Temper, got in as a sideline to its farm and garden tool business. Then came Union Hardware, which remains, and Kroyden and Heddon which have departed from the golf shaft business.

Leslie had a genius for molding mechanics, metallurgists and club-making experts into the development of the steel shaft. Leslie's unusual talent in translating feel into mechanics was demonstrated early when he made steel shafts for Billy Burke who won a U.S. Open championship with them in 1931.

An award should go to Sunset Ridge CC, Winnetka, Ill., for staging a major championship (the Western Open) as though the gallery were guests instead of customers. You don't get that often these days as golf is big business instead of entertainment. Sunset Ridge was founded 50 years ago by young men who couldn't afford to join the clubs where their fathers were members.

The Western Open was a financial success this year. The champion, Jim Jamieson, gave $2,000 of his prize money to the Western's Chick Evans Caddie Scholarship Fund, the beneficiary of the event. Now, the Western Open, which should be one of the top championships of the year, is sandwiched between the U.S. Open and the PGA, and the scheduling of the Tournament Players' Division of the PGA, has downgraded the event even more. The Western Open in 1975 will be in Chicago at Paul Butler's new course, Butler National, which George Fazio designed and built. The U.S. Open will be at Medinah, a few miles away. At this writing, the Western Golf Assn. has heard nothing from the PGA or the United States Golf Assn. about the coordination of dates.

Half of the slightly more than 9,600 golf courses of the conventional type in this country are nine holes. Of the nine-hole courses, 2,133 are at private clubs; 2,135 at daily-fee courses and 556 at municipal courses in 1971, according to the National Golf Foundation count. The count gave Texas the most nine-hole courses with 287. At the NCAA and smaller college championships, many lads said, "I started to play on a little nine hole course in . . ." and name a town you've never heard of. You begin wondering if better junior golf promotion isn't being done at little country courses than at most of the larger private and public city courses. Now and then you may come across amazing jobs of course maintenance done by the pro, superintendent or manager who is maintaining a nine-hole course and running a small clubhouse. Not a dollar is wasted. Yet, rarely do you hear of anybody getting credit for what's being done for golf at a nine-hole course.

Formally "certifying" managers, superintendents and professionals is logical, important and essential now as a guide to hiring in these times. Often I wonder if certifying the job isn't also far more important than is recognized. Through

continued on page 68
You’re in for a

Fine-leafed Medalist 2
is ideal for Southern greens

Medalist 2 is two traffic-resistant ryegrasses in one: a pair of narrow-leaved perennials that complement each other in a formula that is ideal for Southern greens. Seven years of tests and use have proven that it can make a bright, true-putting green all winter long.

Gets up fast…and stays.
Because it is 100% ryegrass, you can count on Medalist 2 for fast cover — ready for play in just a few days. Cover begins when the bermudagrass fades, and lasts until transition in the spring.

Bright greens.
Medalist 2 can keep its color and texture through freezing nights and frosty mornings, and right on into early summer. In fact, many golfers say they can’t really tell when the Medalist 2 goes out and the bermudagrass comes in.

Medalist 2 can take abuse.
Superintendents report Medalist 2 can withstand more heavy traffic than annual ryegrass and *Poa trivialis* formulations. There is less wear around the cup and faster recovery from “heavy play” days.